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ABSTRACT
We present an approach to model the deployment costs, includ-
ing compute and IO costs, of Microservice-based applications de-
ployed to a public cloud. Our model, which we dubbed CostHat,
supports both, Microservices deployed on traditional IaaS or PaaS
clouds, and services that make use of novel cloud programming
paradigms, such as AWS Lambda. CostHat is based on a net-
work model, and allows for what-if and cost sensitivity analysis.
Further, we have used this model to implement tooling that warns
cloud developers directly in the Integrated Development Environ-
ment (IDE) about certain classes of potentially costly code changes.
We illustrate our work based on a case study, and evaluate the
CostHat model using a standalone Python implementation. We
show that, once instantiated, cost calculation in CostHat is compu-
tationally inexpensive on standard hardware (below 1 ms even for
applications consisting of thousand services and endpoints). This
enables its use in real-time for developer tooling which continually
re-evaluates the costs of an application in the background, while
the developer is working on the code.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cloud computing paradigm [5] is by now a well-established

concept enabling the flexible provisioning of IT resources, includ-
ing computing power, storage and networking capabilities. While
academic research on cloud computing has in the past primarily
focused on backend and server-side issues, we are currently experi-
encing a surge of interest in cloud-based software development [7].
A key question in this domain is how to enable developers to build
applications that are “cloud-native” [1], as opposed to applications
that are merely migrated to cloud infrastructure. The Microservice
architectural style [25] is nowadays commonly used as a baseline
for building applications that are resilient towards cloud outages,
and which are able to scale on a fine-granular basis, due to changes
in the application workload or performance fluctuations. Funda-
mentally, Microservice-based applications are an implementation
of the basic idea of service-oriented computing [13], whereas ap-
plications are built as a network of largely independent services
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communicating over standardized interfaces.
An implication of the on-demand, pay-as-you-go pricing model

as it is commonly used in cloud computing is that predicting the
monetary costs necessary to host a given application is often dif-
ficult. We have previously argued that today, deployment costs
are generally not a tangible factor for cloud developers [8]. In
Microservice-based cloud-native applications, this problem is even
more prevalent. While a team responsible for building and operat-
ing a specific (set of) services may be aware of the operational costs
of its own services, it is exceedingly difficult to estimate the cost
impact that a change will have on other services in the application.
For instance, a change in one service may lead to additional load
on services that it depends on, causing those services to scale out.
These effects are difficult to estimate during software development.

In this paper, we propose CostHat, a graph-based cost model
for Microservice-based applications. We consider two different
types of services, instance-backed services deployed either using
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) or Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
clouds, and Lambda services. We discuss how this cost model
can be made actionable for cloud developers. Specifically, we dis-
cuss how the model can be used to conduct what-if analyses (e.g.,
analysing the cost impact of changes in the workload, such as an
increased number of users), and to estimate the cost implications
of new feature implementations or refactorings. We present a nu-
merical evaluation of CostHat, which shows that evaluating costs
in our model is computationally cheap on standard hardware, with
calculation times remaining at or below 1 ms even for applications
consisting of thousand services and endpoints. Our results show
that the CostHat model can be implemented efficiently enough to
foster real-time re-evaluation, which is necessary for the developer
support tooling we envision.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the basic idea behind Microservices as well as CostHat.
In Section 3, we discuss implementation issues of CostHat, and
explain how developers can measure or predict the various param-
eters that go into CostHat. In Section 4, we explain different use
cases for CostHat. In Section 5.1, we discuss a Python-based im-
plementation of the model, an instantiation of the model for a case
study application, as well as numerical experiments that show that
the model can be re-evaluated quickly enough to support real-time
analysis. Section 6 discusses related research, and finally Section 7
concludes the paper with lessons learned and an outlook on future
work.
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2. A GRAPH-BASED COST MODEL
We now introduce the fundamental CostHat model. We start by

defining lambda-backed and instance-backed Microservices as the
two fundamental service models supported by CostHat, followed
by a deep-dive into the underlying formal model. We conclude the
section with a recursive algorithm for workload and cost prediction.

2.1 Application Model
CostHat assumes applications to be based on a Microservices

architecture [1, 25]. Such applications can be represented as a net-
work of loosely-coupled services, which interact over well-defined
remote interfaces. Each Microservice has limited scope and size,
and can be implemented using whatever technology stack is suit-
able for its domain [26]. Each Microservice provides a specific,
narrow business capability in the application. In this way, Mi-
croservices can be seen as a pragmatic implementation of the orig-
inal idea of service-oriented computing [13]. An example of the
high-level architecture of a simple Microservice-based application
is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Snippet of the service architecture of a Microservice-
based Web store. Services are defined along domain functionality,
and provide one or more endpoints. Each service and endpoint
interacts with multiple other services and endpoints to implement
its functionality.

The Microservices paradigm is strongly tied to cloud computing
as a deployment platform, as one of the fundamental motivations
behind adopting Microservices is to enable fine-grained elasticity.
That is, every Microservice forms its own deployment unit, which
can be scaled independently of the rest of the application. A sim-
plified “canonical” schematic view of a Microservice is given in
Figure 2 (a). Each service has a fixed API consisting of one or
more concrete endpoints (that is, functionality that the service is
providing) and a data backend. To carry out the actual computa-
tion, and to implement autoscaling and elasticity, the service uses a
pool of backing instances of varying size. This model can be imple-
mented on top of IaaS or many PaaS clouds [22], with or without
container technology, and using various data stores. Note that the
model makes no assumption on the data store being one or more
self-hosted databases, or a cloud data storage service, e.g., Ama-
zon RDS. Additional value-added services (e.g., monitoring) are
either implemented on a per-service level, or for the application as
a whole, e.g., through common libraries. In the following, we refer
to this canonical model as instance-backed Microservices.

In addition to the canonical model depicted in Figure 2 (a), we
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Figure 2: Two simple architectural views of a Microservice. (a)
depicts a “canonical” service built on top of, for instance, an IaaS
cloud, (b) shows a Microservice built on top of AWS Lambda or a
comparable cloud service.

can also consider a second type of service, following the form de-
picted in Figure 2 (b). This model, which we dub lambda-backed
Microservice, differs from instance-backed Microservices in that
the backing instances are entirely invisible to the service devel-
opers (they are managed by the cloud provider completely trans-
parently). This model represents a Microservice built on top of
so-called “serverless” cloud services, for instance AWS Lambda1.
However, this model can also be used to represent externally-hosted
pay-per-use services, which can be integrated into a Microservice-
based application.

2.2 Model Overview
CostHat models the costs of deploying and operating Microservice-

based applications in a cloud. We define the total deployment costs
of the application as the sum of operating each individual service in
the application. The three primary drivers of service costs are the
processing of domain functionality that the service is implement-
ing, how many requests per time period it needs to accommodate,
and in which quality (e.g., response time). Typically, the service
quality is seen as a approximately constant, with the service scaling
out to accommodate higher load at the expense of higher deploy-
ment costs, and vice versa for lower load.
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Figure 3: Schematic visualization of cloud cost for a lambda-
backed Microservice depending on number of requests per time
period it needs to handle.

Fundamentally, CostHat takes into account four cost factors for
each service, (1) compute costs (payment for the CPU time neces-
sary to process service requests), (2) costs of API calls (per-request
payment for each API call), (3) costs of IO operations (payment
for, for instance, database or file system writes), and (4) costs of

1http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/welcome.html
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additional options (e.g., payment for elastic IP addresses). The
costs of additional options are generally constant, while the costs
of API calls and IO operations are approximately linearly depen-
dent on the number of requests that need to be handled. Finally, the
compute costs for operating a service also depend on the number
of requests. For lambda-backed Microservices, this dependency is
linear as well. This leads to a cost function for lambda-backed Mi-
croservices similar to the one sketched in Figure 3, where the costs
increase linearly with an increasing load on the service.
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Figure 4: Schematic visualization of cloud cost for an instance-
backed Microservice depending on number of requests per time
period it needs to handle.

For instance-backed Microservices, costs for API calls, IO, and
additional options remain as for lambda-based services. However,
for compute costs, which are often the most important cost factor
for operating cloud services, the connection between load and costs
is non-linear (see Figure 4). The “jumps” in this cost function rep-
resent load thresholds where the service is required to scale out to
an additional backing instance to keep the response time constant
under increasing load.

2.3 Cost Impact of Changes
Given that services in a Microservice-based application are highly

interconnected, changes in one service often impact the deployment
of other services. Consider the example in Figure 5. An initial ver-
sion of the recommend service delivers static recommendations
only (e.g., a fixed “top-10 products of the day” list). Imagine now
a change that lets this service deliver personalized recommenda-
tions based on previous orders instead. Hence, a new dependency
to the orderhistory service is added, and for each request to
the recommend/generate service endpoint, one or more ad-
ditional requests to the orderhistory/get endpoint become
necessary. Assuming that the recommend service will be used to
render the landing page of the Web shop, this will lead to substan-
tially increased load on the orderhistory service, likely requir-
ing it to scale out to maintain its service level, hence increasing the
operation costs of this service.

Even worse, as the orderhistory/get endpoint itself uses
the products/get endpoint, the additional load may also re-
quire the products service to scale out as well. Given that in-
dividual Microservices are often built and operated by different
teams [25], these cost effects of local development decisions are
difficult to predict and manage. CostHat fundamentally aims to
make these network effects explicit, and support what-if and change
impact analysis for service developers, ultimately allowing them to
reason about the impact that their changes have on other parts of
the application at large (see Section 4).

2.4 CostHat
Based on these initial observations, we now define the CostHat

cost model for Microservice-based applications. The two major in-
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Figure 5: An update of the recommend service impacts the
orderhistory, and transitively, the products, services.

gredients of CostHat are service call graph and service cost models,
which we discuss and formalize in the following.

2.4.1 Service Call Graph Model
A Microservice-based application is fundamentally a collection

of services s ∈ S. Each service in turn consists of concrete end-
points {se1, se2, . . . sei}, sei ∈ E. Each service endpoint sei in-
teracts with its consumers (either the end user, in the case of user-
facing services, or other services) via requests r ∈ R. Each request
has an originating service endpoint se,o ∈ E as well as a target
service endpoint se,t ∈ E.

Given these preliminaries, the workload wζs that a service needs
to cover over a defined time period ζ ∈ Z is now simply the number
of requests it receives at each endpoint in this time period, modeled
as a set of tuples wζs = {〈se1, n1〉, 〈se2, n2〉, . . . , 〈sen, nn〉}, with
ni ∈ N+ representing the request count of this type in the time
period. However, given the highly interconnected network struc-
ture of Microservice-based applications, each request r ∈ R often
triggers a cascade of other requests in the application. This service
call graph is specific for a request type, and can be visualized as
directed acyclic graph (DAG). An example service call graph for a
request to frontend/landing (i.e., loading the landing page)
is given in Figure 6. The semantics of the edge weights in the graph
are explained below.
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Figure 6: An example service call graph for requests to
frontend/landing.

Formally, the service call graph associated to a request to a given
endpoint escg ∈ CG can be modeled recursively as a set of out-
going requests {re,1, re,2, . . . re,n}. Each outgoing request re,i is
a tuple 〈e, p〉, with e ∈ E and p ∈ R+. p can be understood
as the stochastically expected number of outgoing subrequests per
single incoming request for this endpoint. p < 1 represents the
case where a subrequest is required only for a subset of incoming



requests (e.g., the subrequest is triggered in a branching statement
in the endpoint implementation). p = 1 represents a one-to-one
mapping, where each incoming call results in one outgoing call.
p > 1 is the case where for every incoming request, on average
more than one outgoing request is triggered (e.g., through a loop in
the endpoint implementation). In the weighted DAG in Figure 6,
edges are represented by the e elements, while the p elements are
represented via edge weights.

2.4.2 Service Cost Model
Each service s ∈ S further causes total operations costs in a

given time period which are ultimately dependent on the number
of requests that need to be handled. In CostHat, this is represented
via service cost functions c, defined as in Equation 1. A cost func-
tion calculates the total deployment costs of a given service s in a
defined time period ζ.

c(s, ζ) : S,Z → R+ (1)

The total costs of the system C(ζ) for a defined time period are
then defined as the sum of all service costs (Equation 2). The con-
crete form of a service cost function depends on whether the service
is lambda- or instance-backed.

C(ζ) =
∑
s∈S

c(s, ζ) (2)

Lambda-Backed Microservices. For lambda-backed services,
the costs of each individual endpoint is independent of all other
endpoints of the service. Hence, the per-service costs are simply
the sum of costs of all endpoints, as in Equation 3.

c(s, ζ) =
∑

〈se,n〉∈wζs

cλ(se, n) (3)

For each endpoint we consider cost factors cf ∈ CFλ, that
linearly scale with the load parameters of the endpoint: CFλ =
{cAPI , cIO, cCMP }. These represent the per-request API costs,
compute costs, and costs of disk IO, as introduced in Section 2.2.
The cost for these factors is defined as cλcf (e) : E → R+. The de-
ployment costs for an endpoint of a lambda-based Microservice are
linearly dependent on the number of requests, as defined in Equa-
tion 4. cξ denotes other associated cost factors with operating an
endpoint that are constant in nature (i.e., do not scale with load),
such as fixed costs for elastic IP addresses.

cλ(e, n) = n ∗

( ∑
cf∈CFλ

cλcf (e)

)
+ cλcξ (e) (4)

Instance-Backed Microservices. For instance-backed services,
a central notion to establish the per-service costs is the total load
on the service over all endpoints. To this end, we define a per-
request load factor for each endpoint el ∈ [0..1]. This load factor
represents the percentage of a single backing instance over a time
period ζ that handling a request to endpoint e ∈ E will occupy.
Using this concept, we derive the total number of backing instances
required for a service during a specific time period s|b|(ζ), with
s|b| : Z → N+ in Equation 5. This function can be understood
as the number of backing instances that this service’s autoscaling
group needs to acquire during ζ to cover the total workload over all
the service’s endpoints.

s|b|(ζ) =


∑

〈se,n〉∈wζs

sel n

 (5)

With this information, we can now define a cost function for an
instance-backed Microservice (Equation 6).

c(s, ζ) = cinst(s) s|b|(ζ) +∑
〈se,n〉∈wζs

(
n ∗
( ∑
cf∈CFι

cιcf (se)
)
+ cιcξ (se)

)
(6)

The cost components for API calls and disk IO are analogously
to lambda-backed Microservices. We denote these as cf ∈ CFι,
with CFι = {cAPI , cIO}. These are again defined as functions
cιcf (e) : E → R+. cιcξ (e) again represents a constant cost term
that is independent of the load on the endpoint. The main differ-
ence of instance-backed services to lambda-backed ones is that the
compute costs are now defined as the number of instances that need
to be running times the per-instance costs. These are defined by
cinst(s) : S → R+. Note that this factor is service-dependent
as different services may be hosted using different instance types
(e.g., m4.medium or c2.xlarge in AWS EC2).

2.4.3 Calculating Total Costs
Combining the per-request service call graph models as defined

in Section 2.4.1 and the service cost models defined in Section 2.4.2
now allows us to calculate the total deployment costs for a system
in a time period ζ. As a precondition, we need to establish the ex-
pected inward-facing workload, that is how many requests to each
e ∈ E are sent to the application from outside the system, e.g.,
are triggered by end users by loading a Web site. These inward-
facing requests are functionally identical to regular workload, and
are hence described analogously as two-tuples w′ζ

s for each ser-
vice. This parameter needs to be either predicted based on previous
workloads, or assumed for what-if analysis (see Section 4). We
use w′ζ to denote the collection of all inward-facing workloads in
a time period.

Using this inward-facing workload, we can now calculate the re-
sulting workload, and consecutively C(ζ). Note that the service
call graph model associated to an endpoint escg readily gives us
access to the information how many subrequests to which other
endpoint are expected to be triggered by an incoming request. Re-
calling the example in Figure 6, every invocation of the endpoint
frontend/landing triggers a single request to the endpoint
recommend/generate and orderhistory/get, 0.2 requests
to orders/get and customers/login, and 10 requests to
customers/get. The endpoint products/get is invoked
from two different services, and hence receives an expected 0.2 ·
3.1 + 1 · 10 = 10.62 requests per single invocation of the landing
page frontend/landing.

This simple recursive basic principle is formalized in Listing 1
to specify how C(ζ) can be calculated assuming a given inward-
facing workload. The listing uses a Python-style syntax, but apply-
ing the same terminology as used throughout this section. However,
for two-tuples, we use a Python-style dictionary syntax for clarity
of expression (e.g., w′ζ

s [e].n > 0). The exact calculation of C(ζ)
once the workload on all services wζ is established is not shown
in the listing, as it follows immediately from the definitions in Sec-
tion 2.4.2. Note that this algorithm assumes service call graphs to
be cycle-free.



def calc_total_costs(w′ζ):

’’’This function calculates C(ζ)

for an inward-facing workload w′ζ.’’’
# Step 1: calculate total workload
init_empty(wζ)
for s ∈ S:
for e ∈ se:
if w′ζ

s [e].n > 0:
propagate_workload(
e, w′ζ

s [e].n, wζ

)

# Step 2: use Eqn 2 and following
# to calculate total costs
C(ζ) = 0
for s ∈ S:
C(ζ) += service_cost(s, ζ)

return C(ζ)

def propagate_workload(e, n, wζ):

’’’This function updates wζ for
the subrequests triggered by n
additional requests to endpoint e.’’’
wζes [e].n += n
for er in escg:

propagate_workload(
er.e, n * er.p, wζ

)

def init_empty(wζ):

’’’Initialize the workload data
structure empty’’’
for s ∈ S:

for e ∈ se:
wζs [e].n = 0

Listing 1: Calculating the per-endpoint workload C(ζ)
for a defined inward-facing workload.

3. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Technically implementing the CostHat model in code is straight-

forward given the formalisms discussed in Section 2. As part of
our research, we have produced two separate implementations of
the model, in Java (and integrated into the Eclipse Integrated De-
velopment Environment, IDE), and in Python. The Java implemen-
tation is simplified, as it represents an earlier version of CostHat.
Details to this implementation are available in a different publica-
tion [30]. The Python implementation represents the version of the
CostHat model presented here. This implementation is available
online2, and forms the basis of the experimentation in Section 5.
The Python implementation is a standalone tool that is not inte-
grated into any IDE. CostHat models and workloads are provided
to the tool in an XML language or via Python program code.

3.1 Instantiating CostHat for an Application
In addition to the pure implementation of the model, actually us-

ing CostHat requires developers to instantiate the model on their
own, for their specific Microservice-based application. This in-

2https://github.com/xLeitix/costhat

cludes defining services, endpoints, call graphs, cost models, and
workloads. A comprehensive discussion of how these various model
parameters can be established for applications written using dif-
ferent technology and operated in different environments is out of
scope for this paper. However, we briefly discuss strategies, exist-
ing work, and tools that can serve as a starting point in Table 1.

4. USING COSTHAT MODELS
After instantiating the CostHat model for an application, it can

be used as basis for a variety of analyses and developer tool sup-
port. In the following, we present three examples without claim of
completeness.

4.1 Raising Developer’s Cost Awareness
Even independently of any deeper analysis, having access to a

CostHat model alone may already raise the cost awareness of de-
velopers that work on services in a Microservice-based application.
For instance, we have have observed in a previous study that devel-
opers deem cloud deployment costs to be an important, but often
intangible, metric [7]. Our work can help make costs more explicit.
For instance, using CostHat, developers are enabled to explicitly
see what costs each service and endpoint is contributing to the total
deployment costs, as well as why (i.e., due to which interactions).
CostHat can also be used as basis for establishing per-customer de-
ployment costs, supporting business decisions on service pricing.

4.2 What-If Analysis
A core functionality enabled by CostHat are what-if analyses.

Essentially, once all parameters of the model are established (see
also Table 1), developers can vary individual parameters to identify
the cost impact of changes. This enables developer support tooling
that can be used to, for instance, answer the question how the costs
would increase under increased inward-facing workload (varying
w′ζ
s), increased cloud instance prices (varying cinst(s)), or migra-

tion to a different cloud provider or instance type for an instance-
backed Microservice (varying all cost parameters). Further, using
what-if analysis, developers can also decide whether improving the
implementation of a service is worth the effort in terms of costs,
by analyzing the cost impact of a slightly lower el for an endpoint
implementation. All of these analyses allow data-driven decision
making [2] in software development.

Figure 7: Example of an Eclipse IDE integration of what-if analysis
using CostHat.

We have implemented an example of some of these analyses
as part of our Eclipse-based prototype for an earlier version of
CostHat. A core property of this example implementation is that
it integrates tightly with standard development tools, and allows

https://github.com/xLeitix/costhat


Parameter Description
Services and their endpoints
(S,E)

For small service-based systems, the information which services are available and
which endpoints they provide may already be well-known to developers [26]. How-
ever, even if this is not the case, service repositories such as VRESCo [24] may be used
to automatically produce a service model.

Service call graphs for all end-
points (SCG)

The service call graph model described in Section 2.4.1 can essentially be established
in two ways: (1) post-hoc, by mining call traces and logs of previous executions of the
application; while technically not trivial, tools that support this kind of service depen-
dency mining exist (e.g., Dynatrace); (2) prior to deployment, by statically analysing
the source code implementing service endpoints for invocations of other services in
the system. In practice, a combination of both methods seems most promising. Min-
ing execution logs allows to relatively easily identify invocations across heterogeneous
service implementations, while static analysis enables the detection of rarely invoked
dependencies. Further, detecting node weights in service call graphs is not necessarily
possible using static code analysis alone.

Per-request cost parameters
per service and endpoint
(cAPI , cIO , and cCMP for
lambda-backed services)

Assuming some historical executions of the application, all of these cost parameters are
readily available from common cloud monitoring solutions (e.g., Amazon CloudWatch),
or can be derived from cloud monitoring data and cloud provider cost specifications with
little difficulty.

Constant costs per service
(cιcλ , c

ι
cξ )

The request-independent costs per service are typically known to the service provider.
Hence, this parameter requires no specific technology support.

Load factors per endpoint of
instance-backed service (el)

Similar to service call graphs, existing application performance monitoring (APM) so-
lutions such as Dynatrace can be used to establish the average number of concurrent
requests of a specific endpoint a single backend instance can handle.

Instance costs per instance-
backed service (cinst(s))

This parameter is readily available from cloud provider cost specifications.

Inward-facing workload (w′ζ
s) While it is evidently not possible to foresee the inward-facing workload for a future

time interval exactly, DevOps engineers and operators of existing services tend to have
reasonably accurate (explicit or implicit) prediction models for expected workloads.
Further, this parameter is often used as the basis for what-if analysis anyway (see also
Section 4.2).

Table 1: Summary of CostHat parameters and basic implementation strategies.

for what-if analysis directly in the source code. This avoids men-
tally taxing context switches, and is conceptually similar to the idea
of feedback-driven development (which we have previously pre-
sented [8]). An example screenshot that illustrates the idea is given
in Figure 7.

4.3 Predicting Costs of Code Changes
A CostHat use case that is somewhat more elaborated than what-

if analysis is the pre-deployment prediction of the impact of given
code changes on the deployment costs. The fundamental idea here
is similar to what-if analysis, but rather than varying workload or
cost parameters, we now analyze the impact of changes in the ser-
vice call graph model. This includes adding a new edge to the ser-
vice call graph (predicting the impact of adding a new service invo-
cation), removing edges (removing service invocations), or moving
a service implementation into a loop.

Figure 8: Example of a prototypical Eclipse IDE integration that
implements cost prediction for code changes based on CostHat.

Our Eclipse-based prototype contains a simplified version of this

idea (Figure 8). The prototype is able to discover when a code
change would introduce a new service invocation via static code
analysis, recalculates the CostHat model in the background, and
produces a code-level warning (including detailed analysis screen,
which leads back to a what-if analysis) if the predicted added cost
are above a defined threshold.

5. EVALUATION
We showcase and evaluate the CostHat model in two dimensions.

Firstly, we illustrate the basic idea behind the model with a simple
Python-based implementation and using the example introduced
in Figure 1. Secondly, we numerically show that it is possible to
quickly (re-)evaluate the costs of even large Microservice-based
applications using CostHat, enabling real-time service developer
tools, such as the ones envisioned in Section 4.

5.1 Case Study
We assume that the case study application is deployed in AWS,

using a combination of EC2 and Lambda services. The endpoint
banking_interface is an external service that is charged on
a per-use basis. We model the CostHat parameters of this case
based on our previous experience benchmarking Web applications
in AWS [3, 17]. For pricing (e.g., EC2 hourly instance prices, or
Lambda per-request costs), we assume real-life AWS pricing for
North America at the time of writing, and for on-demand instances.
In total, this case study consists of 7 services and 11 endpoints. The
CostHat model for the case is publicly available on GitHub along



frontend recommend orders products customers order_hi banking_if Total
Baseline 3.35$ 11.51$ 3.24$ 1.04$ 18.32$ 21.85$ 13.54$ 72.85$
Scenario 1 6.37$ 11.51$ 6.36$ 1.09$ 18.32$ 36.85$ 27.09$ 107.59$
Scenario 2 3.35$ 15.34$ 3.24$ 1.30$ 18.32 $ 21.85$ 13.54$ 76.95$
Scenario 3 3.35$ 11.51$ 3.24$ 1.04$ 18.32$ 21.48$ 13.54$ 72.48$
Scenario 4 3.35$ 11.51$ 3.24$ 1.04$ 18.84$ 21.85$ 13.54$ 73.38$

Table 2: CostHat deployment cost calculations in US dollars per hour for the case study. The baseline represents the deployment costs of the
application as modeled, while the four scenarios represent various illustrative changes and analyses.

with the Python implementation of the model.
Table 2 provides the total hourly deployment costs as calculated

by CostHat. Firstly, we evaluate the costs for the application as
modelled. Afterwards, we conduct what-if analysis on the model as
discussed in Section 4.2, and evaluate the following four scenarios.
It should be noted that these scenarios represent examples rather
than a comprehensive list of analyses that are enabled by CostHat.

• Scenario 1 – Improved conversion rate. This scenario as-
sumes that the Web shop is able to improve its conversion
rate, i.e., that twice as many users that use the service end-
point frontend/landing also end up using the endpoint
frontend/order. Evidently, the increased conversion
rate has ripple effects through the entire application, leading
to substantially higher deployment costs. While improving
the conversion rate may still make business sense, the re-
sponsible DevOps engineers will need to keep these effects
in mind.

• Scenario 2 – External pressure on the recommender en-
gine. This scenario evaluates what would happen if the ser-
vice recommend would start to be used in a different ap-
plication as well, leading to substantial additional external
pressure. This additional workload unsurprisingly leads to
higher costs for hosting the recommend service, but depen-
dencies of this service get slightly more expensive as well.

• Scenario 3 – Instance type migration for the orderhis-
tory service. In this scenario, the DevOps engineers are
evaluating whether to migrate the order_history ser-
vice from using expensive i2.xlarge instances to cheaper
m4.2xlarge instances. The analysis shows that all things
considered CostHat predicts the costs to remain close to con-
stant after the migration. Hence, the DevOps engineers may
decide that conducting this migration is not worth their time
in the current setup.

• Scenario 4 – Impact of code change. This scenario illus-
trates the idea described in Section 4.3, and evaluates the cost
impact of a planned code change that introduces a new de-
pendency of recommend/generate to customers/get.
The analysis shows that this additional dependency will lead
to a modest 0.90$ per hour additional costs. In isolation,
this is likely unproblematic, however, the team will need to
stay aware of the added costs of code changes, as such small
expenses may add up over time if many dependencies are
added.

5.2 Experimentation
This experiment aims to address the question how computation-

ally expensive (re-)evaluating the CostHat model is. To this end, we
evaluate the time necessary for cost computation for automatically
generated Microservice networks, for which we gradually increase

network size (in number of services and endpoints) and connected-
ness (in number of endpoint-to-endpoint connections, i.e., service
calls).

5.2.1 Experiment Setup
As basis for this evaluation, we use a script, which is also avail-

able on the GitHub page that hosts the Python implementation, to
artificially generate CostHat models. We evaluate two scenarios.
In the network size scenario, we gradually increase the number of
nodes in the network, and observe how the time necessary to cal-
culate the total deployment costs depends on this parameter. In
this scenario, we assume that each endpoint has between 0 and 10
outgoing service calls. In the connectedness scenario, we keep the
number of nodes in the network fixed to 5000, but vary the total
number of edges. We repeat each scenario for both, lambda- and
instance-backed services. All other parameters (e.g., cAPI or cIO)
remain fixed through all experiments, as they do not influence the
time necessary to calculate costs. The basic parameters of our ex-
periments are summarized in Table 3.

Network Size Connectedness
Scenario Scenario

Nodes [10..8000] 5000
(Services and Endpoints)
Edges [0..10] per node [100..8000] total
(Service Calls)

Table 3: Basic parameters of the experiment setup.

All experiments have been conducted on a standard Macbook
Pro with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM. The
test machine was running OS X El Capitan.

5.2.2 Results
Figure 9 depicts the results for the network size scenario. The

y-axis shows the time in milliseconds necessary to evaluate the to-
tal deployment costs of the model 100 times. First and foremost,
we observe that the total time necessary to evaluate the costs of
an application using CostHat is very low. Even for large service
networks, calculating one single cost model never takes more than
8 milliseconds on the test machine (broken down from 100 calcu-
lations). For networks at or below 1000 nodes, the re-calculation
time stays below 1 millisecond. In addition, we observe that for
both, lambda- and instance-backed services, the time necessary to
calculate costs linearly depends on the number of nodes in the net-
work. The costs of lambda-backed services can be evaluated faster
than the costs of instance-backed services.

Figure 10 shows the results for the connectedness scenario. For
instance-backed services, we again observe a linear dependency be-
tween the total number of service calls in the application, and the
time necessary to calculate the total deployment costs. For lambda-
backed services, no clear dependency could be established in these



Figure 9: Time necessary to calculate the total costs of a CostHat
model 100 times depending on the number of services and end-
points in the model.

Figure 10: Time necessary to calculate the total costs of a CostHat
model 100 times depending on the total number of service calls in
a network of 5000 services and endpoints.

experiments. However, it is evident for both types of services that
the cost calculation duration depends more on the number of ser-
vices and endpoints in the system than on the sizes of the service
call graphs.

6. RELATED WORK
Costs in Microservice-based applications arise as soon as incom-

ing requests trigger computation within the service, or as soon as
cloud resources are allocated in case of instance-backed Microser-
vices. As a consequence, our work bears some similarities to re-
search concerned with cost-efficient cloud resource management
(e.g., [15]). As the demand for cloud resources is often highly vari-
able, a plethora of research aims at predicting future demand, for
instance future workload (capacity planning). However, these re-
search endeavours ground in a fundamentally different objective,
namely, to make allocation, provisioning and scheduling decisions,
either on cloud provider side to minimize monetary cost while pro-
viding a viable service [9, 12, 31], or on cloud user side to help
solving various optimization problems. These include cost mini-

mization or performance maximization problems for a given work-
load [23,31], cost trade-off decisions between scaling up/out or ac-
cepting to delay incoming requests [18, 29] (which often includes
the challenge of monitoring SLAs [10]), or modelling budget con-
straints and time constraint decisions [19–21].

In contrast to this research, CostHat has its focus on Microser-
vices which are permanently running in the cloud. We further dif-
fer fundamentally from the previously mentioned work in that we
consider the provisioning of cloud resources as a blackbox, which
occurs automatically based on an autoscaling unit keeping the qual-
ity in terms of response time and throughput constant. Still, there
seems to be a general shift from reactive towards proactive cloud
resource management, whereof our proposed use case of increas-
ing developerâĂŹs awareness about their actual and potential fu-
ture cloud resource costs may be seen as an extreme form of proac-
tive cloud resource management and a next step towards building
cloud-native applications [1].

Furthermore, our model has similarities to the prototype pro-
posed in [28], which enables what-if analysis in complex distributed
data center applications. They also use a graph-based approach to
model service calls and response times (in addition to harnessing
queuing theory). By offering a custom query language they fa-
cilitate a what-if analysis of hypothetical changes in the applica-
tionâĂŹs workload or environment and estimate its impact on per-
formance. In contrast, we link the service call graph with service
cost models. This novel combination serves as a basis to predict
the cost impact of a certain potential (what-if) or actual change of
the invocation pattern of a certain service endpoint.

However, the problem of collecting tracing data of invocations
between individual service (endpoints) is more general as it is re-
quired for a variety of endeavours, (e.g., performance monitoring,
QoS monitoring, and others). Therefore, a vast body of knowl-
edge is available about how to generate service call graphs auto-
matically. Dynamic approaches that collect data after deployment
and during production are widely discussed in research (e.g., [24]),
by companies such as Google [27], and have led to a variety of
tools (e.g., Dynatrace3). In this paper, we primarily use a sim-
plified approach based on probabilistic expected values to model
communication patterns in the service call graph. A broad range
of related work discussed models of incoming requests based on
statistical time series analysis using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
and Markov chains [11], autoregressive models [6, 16], linear re-
gression, and neural networks [14].

Furthermore, Microservice-based applications as a collection of
independent services can be seen as a pragmatic implementation of
service-oriented systems [13]. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first approach that brings together service call
trace data with cloud cost models. Being able to link propagation
patterns of calls between service endpoints with costs, provides a
unique basis for a variety of analyses, whereof a few have been
discussed in Section 4.

One of the use cases of the CostHat approach is within cloud
developer tooling directly in the IDE, which allows for cost analy-
sis of code changes without requiring a context switch. This es-
tablishes a connection to research to Feedback-Driven Develop-
ment [4, 8]. However, it is crucial to note that the use of the pro-
posed CostHat model is not limited to pre-deployment tooling. To
date, most cost monitoring applications offered by cloud providers
(e.g., Amazon Cloud Watch4) provide cost information on an instance-
or service-level. In contrast, CostHat dives deeper into details as the

3http://www.dynatrace.com
4https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/

http://www.dynatrace.com
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/


cost data is linked to the service call graph.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a graph-based model of the deploy-

ment costs of Microservice-based applications. The CostHat model
can be used for applications that use canonical instance-backed Mi-
croservices, as well as ones that are implemented on top of AWS
Lambda or similar services. CostHat models costs caused by IO,
compute, API calls, and other constant cost factors, and can model
the total deployment costs depending on the call patterns between
services in the Microservice-based application. In addition to the
basic model, we have also presented initial ideas on how to extract
a CostHat model from a production application. Further, we have
illustrated use cases of CostHat through two example implementa-
tions, one integrated into the Eclipse IDE and another standalone in
Python. We also provide this Python implementation of the model
as open source software.

We have evaluated our work based on a small case study and via
scalability experiments using the Python implementation. The case
study has illustrated that CostHat can be used in a variety of devel-
oper and DevOps support scenarios. The conducted scalability ex-
periments have shown that evaluating even large service networks
is computationally cheap, typically in the sub-microsecond range.
Hence, value-added tools such as the ones proposed in Section 4,
which require constant re-evaluation of CostHat models to give de-
velopers real-time feedback directly in their IDE, are possible.

7.1 Future Research Directions
The presented work requires future work in two directions. On

the one hand, it is necessary to better support or automate the pro-
cess of instantiating a CostHat model from a concrete application,
as discussed in Section 4. Tools are needed that are able to (semi-
)automatically analyze logs to identify services and endpoints, or
to construct service call graphs. Further, establishing concrete per-
request IO API costs, or load factors for instance-backed services
is not necessarily easy for Devops engineers, and requires further
technical and conceptual support. On the other hand, we plan to
conduct more work on concrete developer-facing tools that build
on top of CostHat, such as the examples already given in Section 4.
In order to do so, studies are needed that investigate which deploy-
ment cost related questions developers and DevOps engineers typ-
ically need to answer, so as to provide the right kind of tooling.
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